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Título: ¿Conjuntos o frecuencias? Cómo explicar el efecto facilitador en 
problemas de probabilidad condicional. 
Resumen: Desde los ‘70s, en el área de psicología cognitiva, el programa 
Heurísticas y Sesgos ha mostrado que la gente no parece razonar correc-
tamente acerca de problemas bayesianos o de probabilidad condicional. 
Sin embargo, en los ‘90s, psicólogos del programa evolucionista descubrie-
ron que, si los mismos problemas eran presentados de un modo diferente, 
las respuestas mejoraban de manera significativa. Se han ofrecido dos 
explicaciones para dar cuenta de este efecto facilitador: la hipótesis de frecuen-
cias naturales y la hipótesis de conjuntos anidados. La evidencia empírica sobre el 
tema es diversa y no parece apuntar en una sola dirección. En este artículo 
haremos una revisión de la literatura e intentaremos clarificar el debate 
resultante en términos de estrategias y técnicas usadas por los investigado-
res del área. Sostendremos que la evidencia empírica presentada hasta 
ahora parece favorecer la hipótesis de conjuntos anidados. Sin embargo, 
también consideramos que hay lugar para objeciones razonables y más 
trabajo empírico es necesario para dirimir la disputa. 
Palabras clave: Psicología cognitiva; programa de heurísticas y sesgos; 
programa evolucionista; inferencia bayesiana; efecto facilitador; hipótesis 
de conjuntos anidados; hipótesis de frecuencias naturales. 

 Abstract: Since the ’70s, the Heuristics and Biases Program in Cognitive 
Psychology has shown that people do not reason correctly about Bayesian 
or conditional probability problems. In the ’90s, however, evolutionary 
psychologists discovered that if the same problems are presented in a 
different way, people’s performance greatly improves. Two explanations 
have been offered to account for this facilitation effect: the natural frequency 
hypothesis and the nested-set hypothesis. The empirical evidence on this debate 
is mixed. We review the literature and offer a clarification of the debate in 
terms of strategies and techniques used by the researchers in the area. We 
argue that the provided evidence seems to favor the nested-set hypothesis. 
However, we also argue that there is still room for disagreement and more 
empirical work is needed to settle the issue. 
Key words: Cognitive psychology; heuristic and biases program; evolu-
tionary program; bayesian inference; base-rate neglect; facilitation effect; 
nested-set hypothesis; natural frequency hypothesis. 

 
Introduction: The facilitation effect 
  
Many debates in Cognitive Psychology are not about general 
issues on the human mind but they are rather narrow in 
focus. They usually go around providing an account for par-
ticular empirical findings, such us, people struggling to solve 
a given mathematical problem. We will focus on a particular 
case of this type of debates. Behind this case, however, we 
will show that there is a more general dispute between rival 
research programs. 

The story begins in the early ‘70s when Amos Tversky 
and Daniel Kahnemann founded a research program in 
Cognitive Psychology called ‘Heuristics and Biases’ (HBP 
henceforth). This program found extensive evidence show-
ing that people tend to commit reasoning errors when mak-
ing judgments under uncertainty (see Gilovich, Griffin, and 
Kahneman, 2002 for a review). A particular case involves 
people’s tendency to fail when reasoning about conditional 
probability problems. Here is the most famous example of 
this type of problem, the medical diagnosis problem:  

Standard version of the medical diagnosis problem: 
If a test to detect a disease whose prevalence is 1/1000 has a 
false positive rate of 5%, what is the chance that a person 
found to have a positive result actually has the disease, assum-
ing that you know nothing about the person's symptoms or 
signs? (Casscell et. al., 1978, p. 999) 
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Most people (even physicians!) tend to respond “95%”. 
The correct answer according to the probability calculus is 
around 2%1. Studies show that typically less than 20% of 
participants get the correct answer (Casscells et al., 1978; 
Eddy, 1982; Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995; Cosmides and 
Tooby, 1996; Evans et al., 2000; Sloman et al., 2003). Thus, 
since the discovery of the phenomenon in the late ‘70s, it 
seemed clear that most people (without proper training) 
were unable to solve this type of problem. 
 But in the mid ’90s, Gerd Gigerenzer and other evolu-
tionary psychologists came along and gave an important turn 
to the state of the art. Evolutionary psychologists began 
noticing that a problem like the one presented above has 
two features: 1) the information is presented in probability 
format; for example, notice the information about the error 
rate of the test: it has “a false positive rate of 5%”; and 2) 
the problem asks a question about a single-event probability, 
namely, that a given person has the disease. Evolutionary 
Psychologists showed that if the same problem is framed 
differently, people’s performance greatly improves. More 
specifically, if the problem presents the information under a 
specific format called ‘natural frequency format’, around 
50% of participants get the correct answer, in contrast with 
the 20% success in the probability format. In the case of the 
medical diagnosis problem, the natural frequency condition 
would read as follows: 

Natural frequency version of the medical diagnosis problem: 

                                                           
1 This can been seen as the result of a direct application of Bayes 
Rule:  P (disease/positive) = P (disease and positive) / P (positive) 
= 0.001 x 1 / 0.001 x 1 + 0.999 x 0.05. 
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One out of every 1000 American has disease X. A test has been 
developed to detect when a person has disease X. Every time 
the test is given to a person who has the disease, the test comes 
out positive. But sometimes the test also comes out positive 
when it is given to a person who is completely healthy. Specifi-
cally, out of every 999 people who are perfectly healthy, 50 of 
them test positive for the disease. Imagine we have arranged a 
random sample of 1000 Americans. They were selected by lot-
tery. Those who conducted the lottery had no information 
about the health status of any of these people. Given the in-
formation above, on average, how many people who test posi-
tive for disease will actually have the disease? ______ out of 
______  

 
Notice that the information is presented in a frequentist 

format (e.g. 1 out of every 1000 American has disease X).  
But this is not just a frequentist format but, more specifi-
cally, it is a natural frequentist format. Such a format has two 
essential features: 1) The relevant frequencies are not nor-
malized (neither in 100 nor in 1000 for example); 2) statisti-
cal information is presented as a partition or –as Evolution-
ary Psychologist like to say– as if it were obtained by natural 
sampling, that is, by updating event frequencies as informa-
tion is sequentially obtained. It turns out that people per-
form quite better with natural frequentist versions (see Gig-
erenzer and Hoffrage, 1995 for a systematic study). This is a 
robust finding. For more than ten years, though, there has 
been a heated debate on how to explain this facilitation ef-
fect. The goal of this paper is to clarify such a debate offer-
ing a review of the main results. 

Before we examine competing accounts of the facilita-
tion phenomenon, it is worth mentioning that performance 
in conditional probability problems seems to be modulated 
by individual differences. For example, Brase et al. (2006) 
show that motivation and participant-recruitment source 
have an impact on performance: Paid participants perform 
significantly better than unpaid participants and top-tier uni-
versity students do better than students from lower ranked 
universities. Tubau (2008), in turn, shows that performance 
is also modulated by individual differences in mathematical 
skills: Poor-math-level individuals perform significantly bet-
ter under natural frequency conditions, but this is no so for 
high-math-level individuals who tend to perform well across 
conditions. However, Stanovich and West (2000) report 
empirical results that seem to go in the opposite direction. 
Students higher in general cognitive ability –as measured by 
the Scholastic Assessment Test– tend to ignore information 
on base-rates (i.e. prevalence of the disease in the medical 
diagnosis problem), which leads to wrong responses. 

  
Two rival explanations: the Natural Fre-
quency Hypothesis vs. the Nested-sets Hy-
pothesis 

 
There seems to be agreement about the following point. The 
natural frequentist version is computationally simpler than 
the probabilistic version. Gigerenzer and Hoffrage (1995) 

spell out this point by showing that the equation needed to 
solve the former version is simpler (i.e. it contains less ele-
ments and operations, and uses whole numbers instead of 
fractions or decimals) than the equation needed to solve the 
later version. Nonetheless, researchers in the area usually go 
further than this computational point when trying to ac-
count for the facilitation effect at stake. 

There are two main proposals, one by members of the 
Evolutionary Psychology Program (EPP henceforth) and the 
other by members of the HBP. The natural frequency hy-
pothesis supported by EPP basically says that the natural 
frequency format is the responsible factor for the improvement 
in people’s performance. This format requires that both the 
information and the question of the problem are given in 
terms of natural frequencies (rather than in terms of prob-
abilities). The advocates of EPP (e.g. Brase et al., 1998) pro-
pose an explanation for why natural frequency formats are 
successful in promoting facilitation, based on an evolution-
ary hypothesis. This hypothesis postulates that the acquisi-
tion and use of frequentist information help our ancestors to 
survive; e.g., our ancestors realized that they were successful 
5 times out of the 20 times they hunted in the north canyon. 
As a result, our evolved cognitive architecture favors certain 
frequentist ways of organizing information, which have the 
advantage of maintaining information that would be lost if 
were transformed in a single event probability: important 
information in “9 out of the 13 trees with red fruit are apple 
trees” is lost in the expression “69% of the trees with red 
fruit are apple trees” (for instance, by knowing the approxi-
mate number of apples per tree, the first expression favors a 
rough calculation of the total number of apples that can be 
obtained, while the second expression does not do so). 
Moreover, base rates are irrelevant when information is ac-
quired by natural sampling, suggesting that our ancestors’ 
calculations were adjusted to these conditions via repeated 
experiences of event frequencies (Kleiter, 1994). A comple-
mentary proposal from the Evolutionary camp is the indi-
viduation hypothesis. In addition to the frequency effect, 
Brase, Cosmides and Tooby (1998) postulate an individua-
tion effect. They argue that the ability to elaborate adequate 
probability judgments ultimately depends on the ability to 
count. And the ability to count depends on the ability to 
individuate the world, that is, to see the world as composed 
of individual entities. The individuation hypothesis says that 
our cognitive mechanisms are better designed for operating 
over whole-objects rather than over arbitrary parsings of 
them such as parts or aspects of whole objects. The authors 
report a series of experiments that seem to support such a 
hypothesis: whole object problems elicited higher levels of 
performance than arbitrary parsing problems. 

It must be noted that while the evolutionary hypothesis 
tend to justify why people will perform better calculations if 
they are given the information in natural frequency terms 
rather than in probability terms, it still remains uncertain 
whether the natural frequency format is the factor that in-
deed elicits the facilitation effect. This is the central point of 
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disagreement with the HBP. So, the evolutionary explana-
tion of why people perform well with natural frequency 
formats can be put aside until this is confirmed or discon-
firmed.  

Members of the HBP, in turn, have proposed the so-
called ‘nested-set hypothesis’ to explain the facilitation ef-
fect.2 The basic idea is that natural frequency versions tend 
to make transparent the relevant subset relations of the 
problem. In the medical diagnosis problem, the natural fre-
quency version would make transparent that the set of peo-
ple with positive tests includes all the sick people and also 
some of the healthy people (see Figure 1). When people see 
clearly the set relations involved in this kind of problems, 
they tend to use correctly base rates and thus, their perform-
ance improves. They point out that, according to this view, 
the success of the frequency effect does not have to do with 
natural frequency formats per se. They predict that any for-
mat whatsoever that makes the relevant set relations clear 
will aid people’s probabilistic judgments. Barbey and Sloman 
(2007) argue that the dual process theory would provide 
some theoretical explanation for the nested-set effect. Dual 
process theory postulates that people use two systems to 
reason, sometimes called ‘System 1’ and ‘System 2’.  System 
1 is faster, uses less information, and is based on associative 
principles. System 2 is slower, uses more information, and is 
ruled-based. This theory attributes judgmental errors –as 
typically occurring in conditional probability problems– to 
cognitive heuristics generated by some associative processes 
of System 1. In turn, it attributes the use of elementary set 
operations –and the resulting Bayesian inference in condi-
tional probability problems– to System 2. Barbey and Slo-
man add that since rule-based inference is cognitively more 
demanding than associative inference, it is more likely to 
occur when participants have more time, more incentives, or 
more external aids to make a judgment.3 Of course, one can 

 

                                                                                              

2 The nested-set hypothesis was first advanced by Tversky and 
Kahneman (1983) in the context of the phenomenon of conjunc-
tion fallacy (for a presentation of the nested-set hypothesis directly 
applied to conditional probability problems see Sloman et al., 2003). 
However, this hypothesis is also defended by independent re-
searchers who do not belong to the Heuristic and Biases program 
(e.g., Evans et al., 2000, Girotto and Gonzalez, 2001).  
3 A different general account of the way people elaborate condi-
tional probability judgments is given by Fox and Levav (2004) who 
propose the partition-edit-count model. This model postulates that 
when evaluating conditional probabilities, people partition the 
sample space into x elementary possibilities, edit out the possibili-
ties that are to be eliminated given some received information, then 
count the remaining possibilities and report probabilities as the 
ratio of the number of focal events to the total number of events. 
This strategy is perfectly reasonable, but not always it is correctly 
performed. These authors show how different presentations of the 
same information can influence participants’ partition processes 
and/or edition processes. More specifically, some presentations 
make people tend to invoke partitions that are insufficiently refined 
or fail to edit appropriately the cases that can be eliminated. Notice 
that this proposal does not entirely fit the ones mentioned above. 

defend the nested-set hypothesis without supporting the 
dual-process theory. So, regardless the theoretical justifica-
tion, the key feature of the nested-set hypothesis is, again, 
the transparency of the set relations of the problem. 

The empirical evidence on this debate is mixed. Some 
studies seem to support the natural frequency hypothesis 
(Cosmides and Tooby, 1996; Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 
1995; Krämer and Gigerenzer, 2005; Zhu and Gigerenzer, 
2006) while others seem to support the nested-set hypothe-
sis (Mellers and McGraw, 1999; Evans et al., 2000; Macchi, 
2000; Girotto and Gonzalez, 2001; Yamagishi, 2003; Slo-
man, Over, Slovak and Stivel, 2003).  

We will try to clarify the debate by reviewing the strate-
gies and techniques followed by the researchers in the area. 
We will then argue that the available evidence seems to favor 
the nested-set hypothesis. However, we will also present 
some reasonable objections that can be made against the 
provided evidence. Thus, we will conclude that issue is still 
open. 
 
First strategy: Using frequency formats with-
out a clear set structure 
 
In order to decide between our rival hypotheses, one possi-
ble strategy is to test natural frequency versions where the 
nested-sets are not clarified. If people perform well under 
such frameworks, the natural frequency hypothesis is em-
pirically supported. If not, the nested-set hypothesis receives 
empirical support. Unfortunately, this possibility is ruled out 
from the outset. The reason is that one of the main features 
of natural frequency versions is that they present the infor-
mation in a partitive way, leaving, thus, the set structure of 
the problem explicitly revealed.  

However, some researchers try to follow this strategy 
anyway (e.g. Evans et al., 2000). According to them, there are 
some frequency versions that do not clarify the set structure 
of the problem and, consequently, people’s performance is 
very poor. Nevertheless, these results are not very informa-
tive. What these results actually prove is that non-natural 
frequency versions (where frequencies are usually normal-
ized in 100 or 1000) do not produce the facilitation effect. 
But the very same result is also predicted by the advocates 
of the natural frequency hypothesis. So, this strategy does 
not allow us to distinguish between our rival hypotheses.  
 

 
First, this model, as opposed to the evolutionary proposal, does not 
require whole objects to work. Second, even if the partition part 
make it closer to the Heuristics and Biases’ proposal, a correct 
understanding of the set relations may not lead to correct responses 
since the edition process may independently fail. 
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Second strategy: Using probability formats 
with a clear set structure 

 
The main strategy left is, then, to create probability versions 
where the set structure is indeed clarified and see whether 

such versions elicit the facilitation effect. This is the right 
strategy to follow since HBP and EPP predict opposite re-
sults. HBP predicts that such versions will elicit a perform-
ance comparable to natural frequency versions of the prob-
lem while EPP predicts no facilitation at all.  

 

 
Figure 1: Nested-set relations of the medical diagnosis problem. Bold text appeared in 

probability conditions. Italicized text in frequency conditions. (Reproduced from Sloman et 
al. (2003, p. 298) 

 
This strategy, however, raises an important methodo-

logical problem: how to distinguish probability versions 
from natural frequency versions. The problem with this dis-
tinction is that the concept of probability can be interpreted 
as suggesting relative frequencies. In fact, the frequentist 
interpretation is among the most plausible interpretations of 
probability (von Mises, 1957). Furthermore, it has been 
noted in the literature that the same numerical expressions –
percentages, fractions, even whole numbers- can be legiti-
mately used for both type of versions. In other words, the 
distinction is vague. While there is some agreement in the 
literature on classifying some wording as typically frequentist 
(e.g. “3 out of every 10 cases of A are also cases of B”) and 
some wording as genuinely probabilistic or non-frequentist 
(e.g. “the chance or probability that the single event A is a 
case of B is 30%”), some researchers are not particularly 
careful about this point, thus leading to debates about how 
to interpret their results. Take, for example, a probability 
version used by Macchi (2000): 

What percentage of those who fail the written Italian paper are 
not awarded a Diploma? (Macchi, 2000, p. 24, the italics is 
ours). 

 
Clearly, the set structure of the problem is made trans-

parent in this version. Notice, however, that despite of Mac-
chi’s classification, this version is closer to a frequentist for-
mat than to a probability format. In fact, the first sentence 
has the typical frequentist wording (“360 out of every 1000 
students”). And even if the probability expressions in terms 
of percentages would make this version non-natural, the 
presence of a whole number (1000) as the reference class 
invites to compute all the numbers required for the natural 
frequentist version of the problem. Given the mixed nature 
of the format, a good performance (72% of correct answers) 
does not provide a straightforward interpretation. The facili-
tation may be caused by the clarification of the set relations 
or by the cue to use a natural frequentist approach. This 
criticism has been repeatedly made by members of EPP 
(Hoffrage et al., 2002, Gigerenzer, 2007). Unfortunately, 
many studies in the area are susceptible of the very same 
criticism (e.g., Sloman et al., 2003). 

360 out of every 1000 students who sit for their High School Di-
ploma fail. 
75% of the students who are not awarded a Diploma fail the 
written Italian paper. Taking this consideration into account, we next com-

ment on three techniques that apply the general strategy of 
using probability versions with a clarified set structure. 
These three techniques are so far the most successful ones 

However, 20% of the students who are awarded a Diploma 
also fail the written Italian paper. 
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in showing important improvements in performance, appar-
ently providing, thus, support for the nested-set hypothesis.  

 
Technique 1: using improved wording 
 
Sloman et al. (2003) used different versions of the medi-

cal diagnosis problem, some of which have an improved 
wording that reflects the set structure of the problem. Here 
is one of these versions: 

Improved probability format version with transparent nested-
sets relations. 
The probability that an average American has disease X is 
1/1000. A test has been developed to detect if a person has dis-
ease X. If the test is given and the person has the disease, the test comes 
out positive. But the test can come out positive even if the person is 
completely healthy. Specifically, the chance is 50/1000 that some-
one who is perfectly healthy would test positive for the disease. 
Consider an average American. Assume you know nothing 
about the health status of this person. What is the probability 
that if this person is tested and found to have a positive result, 
the person would actually have the disease? (Sloman et al., 2003, 
p. 303, the italic is ours) 

 
Notice that the technique consists of two points: 1) mak-

ing the problem about an average person, so the statistical 
information becomes relevant; and 2) stressing out the pos-
sibility of positive tests being associated with both sick and 
healthy people. The problem is that Sloman and colleagues 
did not find consistent results. They tested several versions 
of probability formats without clarified set relations and sev-
eral probability versions with the improved wording (and also 
a frequentist version).  In some experiments, they found a 
big improvement in performance (from 20% to 48% of cor-
rect answers). However, they tested several versions because 
they recognized that some of these versions contain ambi-
guities (e.g. probability versions that may be interpreted as 
frequentist versions). Now, there is a comparison that Slo-
man et al. (2003) did not make. This is the comparison of the 
versions when ambiguities are highly reduced or eliminated. 
This is the most relevant comparison. The versions that 
contained ambiguities are not reliable because these ambi-
guities might be source of errors. So, the comparison that 
really counts is the one with no, or at least less, ambiguous 
materials. According to their own criteria, when facing the 
best probability version without clear set relations, 39% of 
participants gave correct answers. And when facing the best 
probability version with clear set relations, 40% of people got 
the correct answer. These percentages are almost identical! 
So, for the best version of each type, the clarification of the 
nested-set relation did not seem to bring any improvement.  

Given the inconsistency of results with this technique, 
we cannot confidently pass judgment on the issue at stake. 
Let us then move on to evidence of the next technique to 
test our rival hypotheses.  

 

Technique 2: using a natural chance format  
 
One of the most effective techniques is the one used by 

Girotto and Gonzalez (2001). These authors have found a 
very clever way to express single event probabilities that 
emulates natural frequency setups. Here is an example of 
such chance format: 

The applicants for admission to a prestigious university have to 
pass an entrance examination which involves an oral test and a 
written test. Here is the information about the results of last 
year examination. 
An applicant had 5 chances out of 100 of being accepted. 3 of 
the 5 chances of being accepted were associated with success in 
the oral test. 7 of the remaining 95 chances of being rejected 
were associated with success on the oral test. Imagine that Jean 
is an applicant to the entrance examination. Out of 100 
chances, Jean has ___ chances of passing the oral test, ___ of 
which will be associated with being accepted. (Girotto and 
Gonzalez, 2001, p. 272-273) 

  
Under this condition, the partitive structure makes trans-

parent the set structure of the problem. This chance format 
is shown to elicit a similar facilitation effect as the natural 
frequency version. This result seems to provide empirical 
support for the nested-set hypothesis.  

What is the response from the advocates of the natural 
frequency hypothesis? The main objection is the suspicion 
that chances are not but “frequencies in disguise” (Hoffrage 
et al., 2002). In fact, the structure of natural chance versions 
emulates the structure of natural frequency versions. Fur-
thermore, the introduction of the problem mentions the 
results of last year examination. That may induce people to 
think in frequentist terms. These observations call into ques-
tion the interpretation of the results. Again, the facilitation 
effect may be due to a clarification of set relations or to cues 
leading to think the problem in a frequentist way. 

Actually, there seems to be some empirical evidence to 
support the suspicion of a frequentist interpretation. This 
comes from a study by Brase (2008). After giving partici-
pants the university admission problem, he made them 
choose among the following options: 

• I thought about the information as a single application with 
some possibility of having been successful on the oral test 
and some possibility of having been accepted. [probability in-
terpretation] 

• I thought about the information as a large number of applica-
tions, some of which were successful on the oral test, and 
some of which were accepted. [frequency interpretation] 

• Other: I thought about the information as ________. (Brase, 
2008, p. 285) 

 
Brase reports that an important percentage of partici-

pants (around 30%) selected the frequentist interpretation as 
their own. Thus, even if most people selected the probabilis-
tic interpretation (around 60%), it is clear that the format is 
somewhat ambiguous. More importantly, the group that 
selected the frequentist interpretation performed signifi-
cantly better than the group that selected the probabilistic 
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In the key experimental condition, Yamagishi in-
cluded a graphical representation as in Figure 2. Across four 
experiments, he reported an improvement from an average 
of 15% of correct answers without the diagram to an average 
of 75% with the diagram. In this case, the diagram effect was 
actually stronger than the natural frequency effect (49%). 

interpretation. Thus, the reported facilitation seems to de-
pend partially on the ambiguity of the format at stake. 
Hence, the main problem with the chance format is whether 
it can be taken as a genuine probability format or it is rather 
a frequency format in disguise. Until this point is clarified, 
Girotto and Gonzalez’s results do not seem to provide con-
clusive evidence in favor of the nested-set hypothesis. Let us 
consider, then, the last technique that seems to discriminate 
between our rival hypotheses. 

 

 

 
Technique 3: using graphical representations 

 
 There is an additional way to create probability versions 
that reveals the set structure of the problem: to include a 
graphical representation that show such a structure. This 
technique was used by Cosmides and Tooby (1996), Sloman 
et al. (2003), and Yamagishi (2003). We think this is actually 
one of the best ways to reveal the set structure of a problem. 
However, as in previous conditions, the interpretation of 
these results is not a straightforward matter. In fact, the 
same precautions should be taken to avoid suggesting a fre-
quentist reading. This is exactly the problem with Cosmides 
and Tooby’s study because they made participants draw a 
graphical representation where there was one square per 
represented individual, clearly suggesting a frequentist read-
ing.  

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the gemstone problem. (Reproduced 
from Yamagishi (2003), p. 98). 

 
These two results are the clearest evidence in favor of 

the nested-set hypothesis and against the natural frequency 
hypothesis. None of the advocates of the last hypothesis has 
provided any response to this challenge. Notice, in passing, 
that to provide such a response is indeed a difficult task. 
One may initially think that the advocates of the frequentist 
camp should try to show that the graphical representations 
of Sloman’s and Yamagishi’s studies somehow elicit a fre-
quentist reading. But even if this is so, no graphical condi-
tion in such studies would be regarded as natural frequency 
since all the proportions are normalized. Thus, the natural 
frequency hypothesis would keep predicting no improve-
ment at all under such conditions. As a result, it seems in-
deed very difficult for the advocates of the natural frequency 
hypothesis to incorporate the results of the graphical repre-
sentation technique. We will, however, finish this paper by 
suggesting some objections to the claim that this is conclu-
sive evidence for the nested-set hypothesis (Sloman et al., 
2003; Barbey and Sloman, 2007). 

Sloman et al. (2003) and Yamagishi (2003), on the other 
hand, seem to avoid such problem. Sloman and colleagues 
(experiment 2) use the following version of the medical di-
agnosis problem:  

Consider a test to detect a disease that a given American has a 
1/1000 chance of getting. An individual that does not have the 
disease has a 5% chance of testing positive. An individual who 
does have the disease will definitely test positive. What is the 
chance that a person found to have a positive result actually has 
the disease, assuming that you know nothing about the per-
son’s symptoms or signs? _____ % (Sloman et al., 2003, p. 300) 

 
This version seems genuinely probabilistic. Under the 

control condition, they gave participants this version alone, 
and under the key experimental condition, they also included 
a graphical representation of the situation (see Figure 1). 
Sloman and colleagues reported a big improvement, from 
20% of correct answers without the diagram to 48% with the 
diagram. This improvement was almost the same as the one 
elicited by the frequestist version (51%). 

The first objection has to do with the graphical represen-
tations in Sloman’s and Yamagishi’s studies (Figures 1 and 
2). Notice that the graphical representations used in both 
studies give more information than the mere set structure of 
the problem. The figures also show (Yamagishi) or suggest 
(Sloman) the relative proportions of the sets involved. Notice 
that this additional feature is not required by the nested-set 
hypothesis as it is usually stated. One can perfectly present 
the set structure of the problem without suggesting the rela-
tive size of each set (see Figure 3). Showing the relative pro-
portions, in turn, may clarify the very goal of the task at 
hand, which is, after all, to obtain a determined proportion. 
Thus, it may happen that what produces the facilitation ef-
fect is not the clarification of the set structure but rather the 
clue about proportions. Of course, this is a speculation and 
should be tested empirically before it can be taken seriously. 

Yamagishi (2003), in turn, reports a similar result. He 
uses different variations of the following problem: 

 A factory manufactures artificial gemstones. Each gemstone 
has a 1/3 chance that it is blurred, a 1/3 chance that it is 
cracked, and a 1/3 chance that it contains neither. An inspec-
tion machine removes all cracked gemstones, and retains all 
clear gemstones. However, the machine removes 1/2 of 
blurred gemstones. What is the chance that a gemstone is 
blurred after the inspection? (Yamagishi, 2003. p. 99)   
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Still, it is an open question whether a graphical representa-
tion that does not suggest proportions can keep eliciting 
good performance by participants. If this is not case, we 

would have some negative evidence against the nested-set 
hypothesis –at least, as it is usually presented. 

 

All possibilities

Chance that a person 
test positive for the 
disease.

Chance that a person 
has the desease.

 
Figure 3: Graphical representation of the medical diagnosis problem that does not suggest the relative sizes of the classes involved. 

 
can be also questioned since the proportions needed to 
compute the solution (one half, one third, etc.) are quite 
simpler than the typical ones used in the literature.5 Thus, it 
is an open question whether the phenomenon is robust, that 
is, whether the facilitation effect still occurs with other ver-
sions of the same problems and with other problems as well.  

A more general objection can be presented by pointing 
out the limited evidence offered in favor of the nested-set 
hypothesis. As argued above, neither the improved wording 
technique nor the chance technique has provided both con-
sistent and clear results in favor of the nested-set hypothesis. 
As for the graphical representation technique, the evidence 
still seems very slim. The improvement in performance was 
shown in two studies that worked with only one problem 
each. Furthermore, neither of these problems seems com-
pletely adequate. In the first place, the version of the medical 
diagnosis problem used by Sloman and colleagues is prob-
lematic as they themselves admit (Sloman et al., 2003, p. 
301).4 The gemstone problem used by Yamagishi, in turn, 

To sum up, although the evidence provided so far seems 
to favor the nested-set hypothesis, more empirical work is 
needed to provide a conclusive case for such a hypothesis. 

 
Conclusion 

 

                                                           

                                                                                              

Conditional probability problems are hard. Even in the most 
helpful conditions, people struggle to get the right answer. 
However, it has been shown that when problems are pre-
sented under a natural frequency format, people’s perform-
ance improves. Gerd Gigerenzer and other evolutionary 
psychologists argue that the use of frequency formats is, 
thus, the factor that causes the facilitation effect. The advo-
cates of the nested set hypothesis disagree and postulate one 
of the features of the natural frequency format as the re-
sponsible factor, namely, the clarification of the relevant set 

4 A first problem has to do with the fact that the information is 
given of an individual “getting” a disease, without specifying a time 
period over which the disease might be “gotten”, so that whether 
the base rate information applies to the event at hand is question-
able. A second problem has to do with the fact that this version of 
the problem does not mention that the person was selected at ran-
dom. So, participants may assume a different prior probability for 
the hypothesis of the disease.  It may be the case, for example, that 
participants assume that the patient at stake has already certain 
symptoms that make the doctor recommend the testing. If this is 
the case, one should assign a probability for the disease hypothesis 
higher than the base rate (1/1000). We actually discover an addi-
tional problem with this version of the problem. It has to do with 
the applicability of the base of the disease. On the one hand, the 
information about the prevalence of the disease (base rate) is given 
for Americans. On the other hand, the question of the problem is 
about the chance that a person (not explicitly an American) selected 
is sick. Given that the class of Americans is a subset of the class of 
all people, a quite different picture of the set relations may be ob-
tained. As stated, the problem says nothing about the prevalence of 
the disease among non-American people. Thus, it is not clear 
whether the information about the base rate should be even con-
sidered by participants. 

 
 
5 Notice also that the diagram used by Yamagishi also suggests a 
way to compute the answer. For the numerator, it is clear that the 
proportion of blurred gemstones among the approved by the in-
spection is one half of one third. Regarding the denominator, it is 
clear that it is composed by the previous amount plus one third of 
the gemstones corresponding to the completely clear ones. Of 
course, nothing in the nested-set hypothesis is said about facilitat-
ing the computation of the answer. Thus, although a very interest-
ing finding, it is difficult to interpret the result. The facilitation 
effect could be due either to the clarification of the set structure of 
the problem or to the clue about how to calculate the normative 
response. 
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relations of the problem. We argue that the right strategy to 
discriminate between both hypotheses was to use genuine 
probability problems with a clarified set structure and see 
whether these conditions elicit or not a performance compa-
rable to the natural frequency effect. We review the literature 
and argue that there is at least one technique –the one that 
uses graphical representations- that seems to provoke a per-
formance as good as the one elicited by natural formats, 
giving, thus, a stronger support for the nested set hypothe-
sis. However, we do not think the last word about the issue 

has been said. We mentioned some reasonable objections to 
the claim that there is a conclusive case for the nested-set 
hypothesis. Thus, more empirical work is needed to settle 
the issue. 
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